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Design in the Classroom:
Exploring the Built Environment

In 1992, the Maine Arts Commission received a Design Education grant
from 'he National Endowment for the Arts to pomote design awareness
in the public schools. At this time, many of the state's schools are restruc-
turing, creating a new approach to learning which integrates various sub-
ject areas. The study of design, particularly of the built environment, uses
mathematic, scientific, reasoning, visual, spatial and verbal skills.

Design and the built environment are subjects of current concern to
Maine communities. Public discussion and controversy surround the
activities of state mandated comprehensive planning for towns, the con-
struction of new schools, and Department of Transportation plans to
rebuild roads and bridges. The study of design will prepare and invite stu-
dents to enter this dialogue as informed citizens, to engage them in
meaningful work and leave them with the knowledge that they can trans-
form their environment. In this dialogue, teachers, students, designers
and community members learn from each other.

We offer Design in the Classroom as a sampler of four projects which
took place over the course of the year. Each project was a collaboration
among community architects, planners, engineers, and the school. Each
project describes the school/community culture, the framework or plan
for the entire course of design study, and includes a sample lesson. The
text of each project description was developed by a'. collaborators at
each site. The Dresden, Bowdoin Central and Ada Ils project descriptions
are each presented in the voice of the designer. The Hiram project is pre-
sented in the voice of the principal.

Design in the Classroom is intended to offer new ideas and possibilities
for integrating design elements into your teaching plans. It is not a syl-
labus to be followed from one lesson plan to the next. We hope this doc-
ument will provoke your imagination and present four new approaches to
teaching. A bibliography and funding information is included. Further
information on the projects can be obtained by contacting the schools
and the designers.

The Projects

Marada Adams Community School
Playground

page 2

Hiram Elementary School Bridge
Project

page 9

Young Designers: Dresden
Elementary School

page 18

Bowdoin Central School Students
Design a New School

page 28

Project Coordinators:
Dianne Ba lion
Sharon Townsend



Marada Adams Community School Playground:
A School and Community Design Project, 1992-1993

Project Overview

This project grew out of work done by The Education Committee at
Greater Portland Landmarks. We saw the Marada Adams Community
School as an opportunity to involvo students and staff in the design of a
playground for which funds had already been appropriated. We submit-
ted a grant to the Maine Arts Commission and upon the notification of
funding, began the project in earnest in January 1993.

We use the word "playground" here to include all of the grounds sur-
rounding the school which are used by the public. They currently include
much -Navement, as well as play equipment and a basketbal' court.
Durinj spring of 1993, we worked with teachers, 2nd and 3rd grade
Adams School students, and a class of King Middle School students. The
work culminated with the construction and presentation of site models.
We presented a basic site plan to the city engineering staff in June and
hoped that c...msuucticn of the playground would start this fall, but it has
been postponed until Spring or Summer of 1994.

Subject Areas

Social Studies
Neighborhood History
Language
Interviewing, Narrative Writirg, Vocabulary
Math
Measuring, Size/Scale, Mapping
S:ience
Compass Use, Properties of Materials
Art
Climatic Effects on the Site
Drawing, Color, Texture, Pattern
Neighborhood Buildings

Key Collaborators

Jenny Schou
Project Coordinator
Portland Architect and founder of
Learning By Design
Deidre Steiner
Principal, Mrrada Adams Community
School
Peg RiChard

Marada Adams Community School Art
Teacher
Walter Rumery
King Middle School Teacher
Steve Porldelis
Neighborhood Architect, Volunteer
Kai Jacob
Playground Designer and Presenter
from Kennebunkport
Kit Ciewes
Playground Designer and Presenter
from Portsmouth
Virginia Edwards
Adams School Parent and energetic
Volunteer par excellence
Linda Campi telli
Marada Adams Community School
Teacher
Bonnie Pulsifer
Marada Adams Community School
Teacher
Rene Custeau
Marada Adams Community School
Teacher
Patti Perkins
Greater Portland Landmarks Education
Committee



Alison Noiles
Neighbor, Volunteer, Head of Hill School
Pat Anderson
Art Historian, University of Southern Maine
Vicki Bonebakker
Director of Academic and Cultural Collaborative
Howard Rowe
Deering High School English Teacher
Tom Chaisson
Lyman Moore Middle School Art Teacher
Alice Spencer
Neighborhood Artist and Landmarks Board Member
Martha Deprez
Director, Greater Portland Landmarks
Ellen Belknap
Neighborhood Architect, Volunteer
Scott Benson
Neighborhood Architect, Volunteer
Rob Hoover
Landscape Architect, Presenter
Leslie Forbes
Presenter on gender-specific play
Larry Mead
Director, Portland Recreation Departrr ant
Noni Ames
Ornstead Alliance, Presenter
Betsy Iglehart
Historian, Volunteer
Carol McClure
Neighborhood Cummings Center Director
20 King Middle School Students
60 Marada Adams School StudenL3

1111312

Activities

Early on in the project, we held a volunteer/staff kick-off
meeting after school. Playground designer, Kit Clewes
showed slides of playgrounds he designed which were
built by Community Volunteers. Noni Ames talked
about the cievelopment and history of the green spaces
in Portland. She described Olmstead's concept of green
spaces which was guided by the notion that each green
space did not have to p%ovide every amenity, i.e., some
could include trails and special gardens, others would
include tennis courts and other recreational activities.
Shcs urged staff and volunteers to provide amenities
which the nearby Eastern Promenade park did not pro-
vide. Our final presenter was Ler,lie Forbes, who spoke
of her research on gender specific play.

Volunteer Ginny Edwards ptovided refreshments. The
event was well attended by volunteers, teachers and a
large contingent of volunteers and board members
from Greater Portland Landmarks. Throughout the pro-
ject there were countless planning sessions. Key activi-
ty planners were Peg Richard (Adams School), Steve
Pondelis (Architect), Ginny Edwards (Parent), and
Jenny Scheu (Project Coordinator).

Four Preliminary Design Activities
1

Draw a picture from a written description of place. Our
intent was to have students draw from the description
and see how each had a different "mind's eye view" of
the same written paragraph.

2
Rob Hoover, Landscape Architect, showed slides of
wonderful landscapes, and students loved them; espe-
cially the real fantasy environments and beautiful out-
door spaces. Clearly while you can turn to existing city
spaces for inspiration, even these are pale by compari-



son to some outstanding examples from
all over the world. Why just replicate
the norm? Why not aspire to much
greater things?

3
Playground designer, Kai Jacob,
showed slides of playgrounds. After
viewing his presentation, students were
asked to draw fantasy playgrounds.

4

Second and third graders went on a
field trip to visit the architectural offices
of SMRT in Portland. We wanted stu-
dents to understand that people actually
do design work every day and make a
living at it. Each student can grow up to
do whatever they dream, to design their
own life path!

Architectural Scavenger Hunt

To prepare students for the hunt, we
showed slides of the neighborhood and
some exceptional non-neighborhood
buildings. We picked thirty buildings in
the Munjoy Hill neighborhood, within a
five block radius of the school and
divided the students into six teams of
six to ten students and two adults. Each group walked
on a special route to observe ten buildings. Students
were equipped with cardboard "clipboards" (an activity
sheet tapad to a 9"x12" piece of heavy cardboard), a
pencil and a small compass, donated by L.L Bean.
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At each building, students were to observe many char-
acteristics: shapes, materials, color, plantings, views,
et. al, and note them on their clipboard using special
symbols. Each student was to find one special thing to
share with the group.



Playground Design

Our final activities related to the school playground site:
1

King Middle School students arrived with tape mea-
sures an worked on an actual tenth scale model of the
playground site. This model was built of cardboard and
showed the residential buildings adjacent to the site.
Steve Pondelis, an architect volunteer, worked closely
with students on transcribing their field measurements
to a reduced scale and constructing a model. These stu-
dents had been working on an overview of green
spaces in Portland. The middle school students had
looked forward to working with the elementary stu-
dents.

2
Questionnaires were sent to each students' family to
ask how they felt about the playground and what
changes could be made.

3
Students talked with other students about the qualities
which make green spaces and play spaces fun to be in.
Students drew up a list of qualities they wanted to see
on their own school site.

4

We discussed the fact that the actual budget for the site
changes was not large enough to convert the site into a
huge playground full of new play equipment.

We discussed the needs of others in the communit
who use the space.

5

One requirement of the City was the construction of a
new basketball court. Students had to decide where the
court should be located.

te-,1

4.

Models

...

1

Each of the six groups of Adams School students
designed and built a model of their proposed play-
ground. They were provided a grab bag of model mak-
ing materials and a cardboard base for each model
which was to fit into the larger "context" model made
by the King Middle School students.
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2
The groups worked on their models for a total of four
hours (two 2 hour sessions over two weeks) with the
help of older King Middle School students. Each group
presented their model and enjoyed seeing the great
variety of solutions to the same problem. The fact that
there is no right answer is the most wonderful and
empowering aspect of learning about design!

The common feature of all of the playground designs
was changing the existing large areas of pavement to
grass. Several of the groups got so excited about their
models that they added many of their own special
materials to make their own models very elaborate.

At the end of the school year the voluntee- architects
reviewed all student models of the site and focused on
the actual budget for construction. They prepared a
plan to submit to the Portland City Engineers. Because
of a backlog of construction projects and a shortage of
staff, the project was not scheduled for construction in
1993. Larry Mead of the Portland Recreation
Department has indicated that the project will likely be
postponed until the end of the '93-'94 school year.

Project Strengths

The redesign of the Adams School playground was a
"real" project. Students' imaginations are so vibrant. It
was fun and easy for them to dream about making
changes to their inhospitable site. They especially
loved being outside in the neighborhood, and I think
both students' and teachers' eyes were open to the
myriad of spaces and building details right in their own
backyard.
Children love to make models. Reaching a group con-
sensus about what their own design should be was a
learning experience. Suveral parents were very excited



about the project. Involving the middle school students
was a big hit with the younger children.

We learned about project organization and grant writ-
ing. We learned about the critical importance of good
communicating for the success of a project.

Project Weaknesses

Perhaps the biggest structural problem was
scheduling between King and Adams School
staff. Each school really worked on their own
and only got together for the two model
making afternoons.

The project itself would have been more
effective if it had been more intensive, i.e.,
two+ activities per week for four weeks,
instead of one per week for six weeks.

Spend more time with both elementary and
middle school students on the concept of
scale. We should have made the models a
larger scale as they were hard to work on at
such a small scale.

Throughout the course of the project, we
could have used more community participa-
tion. With hindsight, we should have leaned
more on the parent organization at Adams
School. We hope that as the site is renovat-
ed, there will be. room for community partici-
pation and certainly for community celebra-
tion.

Summary Comments

Jenny Potter Scheu
Architect and Project Coordinator

I think many people were and are excited about this
project. The children gained insight into the nature of
quality space and into their own eastern Munjoy Hill
neighborhood. We were certainly encouraged at every
turn by Deidre Steiner, Principal at Adams School. I
think the project has inspired Greater Portland
Landmarks to put a greater emphasis on work in the
Portland Schools and to working with their own future
constituents. Their own organization and more impor-
tantly, the City, will benefit from making the concern
for good design and planning art important part of citi-

zenship.

This project has orvy strengthened my own commit-
ment to the importance of design education and the
involvement of community professionals in local
school programs. And finally, we are not complete. We
plan further school activities and a community play-
ground effort for fall 1993 and winter 1994.

Funding for the Adams Project

Maine Arts Commission
Marada Adams Community School PTO
Professional Supporters

We more than topped our cash / in-kind support as we
had so very many volunteer hours. Our supply cost
was lower owing to donated materials. Teachers asked

that their pay go toward the purchase of a water foun-
tain for the site.
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Hiram Elementary School Bridge Project

Project Overview

Hiram Elementary School is a rural Maine School with
approximately 70 students, grades K through 7.
Combined grades include: a K-3 multi-age classroom, a
4-5 classroom and a 6-'7 classroom. Students in the
combined 4-7 grades have a yearly challenge of forming
"companies" to design and construct toothpick bridges
according to set specifications. The excitement and
interest experienced by the older students was commu-
nicated to the younf; ,r students who asked for the
opportunity to construct their own bridges. Each war
the project is modified to challenge students in new
ways and is a highlight of the school calendar.

During the 1992-1993 school year, Hiram teachers, the
district's art teachers and STAR Science Center, (a non-
profit educational organization working with students to
integrate the arts and sciences), began to develop an
open-ended bridge construction unit for all students
based on the natural and constructed bridges of the sur-
rounding communities. Three major components of the
unit include:

1 Bridge Design

Students gained skills in geometry, measurement, and
structural design. Art projects included the study of
bridge design and students created bridges based on
their studies.

11 Bridge Construction

Students worked with a variety of materials to construct
bridges to meet diverse specifications including budget
and size.

111 Study of Area Bridges

The Hiram Historical Society provided information and
resources concerning the history of bridges in Hiram
and the surrounding communities. Students took field
trips to the Naples draw bridge, Songo locks and the
Hiram railroad bridge to observe bridges first-hand.

At the Hiram railroad bridge which spans the Saco
River, students sat on the bank of the river and drew
the bridge from different angles. Older students'count-
ed the number of beams and measured a sample of
beams. This information was later used to determine
the size of the bridge.

Subject Areas

The Hiram Bridge Project integrates mathematics, sci-
ence, design technology, music, art and literature. The

instructional format for all activities is cooperative
learning. Students studied structural design, technolo-
gy, social history, business organization and geometric
principles. Skills learned include: observing, measuring
and recording data, experimenting, classifying, draw-
ing conclusions, controlling variables, graphing results,
predicting, constructing, journal writing, bookkeeping,
making spread sheets, large and small group coopera-
tion, and giving presentations.

Key Collaborators

Cathy Adleman
Art teacher, grades K-3, district
Frances Eberle
Director, STAR Science Center
Cathy Garen
Art teacher, grades 4-7, district



Patricia Hesslein
Team teacher, grades K-3, multi-age classroom
Tom Kenny
Teacher, grades 6-7
Cyrene Slegona
Teaching Principal
Janet Wiley
Teacher, grades 4-5
Donna Wolfrom
Team teacher, grades K-3, multi-age classroom

The Hiram school teachers have worked as a team and
with students on whole school projects for five years.
We have developed innovative learning experiences to
meet the specific educational needs of our students.
Our goal has been the development of a strong school
community that values both individual strengths and

1-61 group interdependency. Cooperative learning has been
extensively used at all grade levels. Cooperative activi-
ties range from small groups to activities that include
all students, teachers and parents working together.

Guest Presenters

In previous years, guest presenters have included civil
engineers from the Maine Department of Transpor-
tation and local business , as well as the bridge pro-
ject manager for the Hiran bridge constructed last year.
lhis year a number of presentations were made to the
students by Eleanor Twitchell, a representative of the
Hiram Historical Society, about the history of Hiram's
bridges and those in surrounding communities.

Activities

All students watched the video, "All About Bridges".
Students in the upper grades discussed the types of
bridges seen and their uses. Problems encountered in
the construction of bridges were also discussed.

The K-3 Approach

The K-3 students watch the video and take notes. After
the video, teachers record the information gathered by
the children. Teachers classify the information (i.e.,
shapes that are noticed, materials used, problems, etc.)
and it is recorded on chart paper.

Students sort pictures that they have brought to class,
noting different building materials, shapes, bridges with
arches, what the bridge spanned, etc. They graph the
pictures on a large floor graph.

Teacners make a "paper river" that flows through the
classroom, wider in some sections and narrower in oth-
ers. Children are grouped into "construction compa-
nies" consisting of four workers. They choose a name
for their compamf and decide on the best lo.-;ation for
their bridge.

A. Building a Bridge

A variety of building materials such as short blocks,
Bri'..ztle blocks, Legos, Lincoln Logs, and popsicle sticks,
are made available. No materials are available that are
as wide as the river. Some materials not suited for
building are also provided like cloth, foil, yarn and
.aaper. This provides students with the opportunity to
determine the best building materials. Children are able
to choose any combination of materials for their con-



struction. Allow a long period of time for this project, as
the children build and rebuild as they problem-solve.

Bridge Specifications:
1

A 2" X 2" boat must be able to pass under the complet-
ed bridge.

2
A matchbox car must be able to travel across the
bridge; therefore, ramps are necessary.

Each co---:pany draws a picture of their bridge in their
journal, records what was used for building material,
reflects on the building of their bridge (problems, solu-
tions, group cooperation, etc.), and estimates how much
weight their br;dge will hold.

Judges use metric weights to perform a stress test on
each of the to idyes. Companies decide where to place
the weights for the test. -they continue to place weights
until the bridge begins to collapse. Companies will
record the greatest weight the bridge can hold in their
journals.

B. Building Materials

Materials that were not used to construct bridges are
discussed by the children. They discover that bendable
materials are not suitable for building. Children then
meet with their construction companies. Each company
is given a set of materials such as straws, cardboard,
wire, toothpicks, paper clips, tinker toys, blocks, rubber
hands, foil, cloth, tongue depressors and pipe cleaners.
The companies experiment with the materials and cate-
gorize them on the chart provided. When the activity is
completed, companies meet in a large group to discuss
which materials are best for bridge construction and
why.
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C. Bridge Geometry

In a large group, students look at pictures of bridges
and make a list of noticeable shapes. Students then
divide into "construction companies". Each group is
given many 1" X 8 1/2" oaktag strips (with a hole
punched in each end), and a supply of paper fasteners.
Each group will make four closed figures and decide
which figure best holds its shape. Each recorder will
draw the shape and record the information in the com-
pany journal. Students gather in a large group and sit
in a circle, placing their figures in front of them. By
lodcing at the figures, students will determine cate-
gories and graph figures accordingly.

After graphing, discuss which shapes are the strongest.
If students have not discovered that triangles are the
strongest shapes, companies will meet again for further
exploration. They will make 3, 4, 5, and 6-sided figures
and determine how to make them better hold their
shape, recording findings in their journals.

Grades 4-7: Bridge Building Competition
(16 days)

Students are assigned to a company of four employees
based on individual strengths and grade level (one stu-
dent from each grade per company). Each student has a
job description and responsibilities. This makes it likely
that each student will have the opportunity to work at
each of the jobs as they progress through the grades.
Job descriptions include project director, ,Irchitect, car-
penter and accountant.

Companies work with a budget of $Th0,000,000 to build
a bridge of their own design with lumber (tooth picks)
and welding material (glue). Bridges must be built to
specifications thzt are announced at the beginning of
each competition.

Bascule Builders
1992 Bridge Competition

Monday, March 9

Last week we made experimental brIdges.Our bridge had the
lowest amount of weight compared to the other bridges, also
our bridge was to short so It didn't break but was pulled
off the stress testing stands.Today our archltect,Ryan
Randall Is starting to design our real bridge.Our companle's
sign Is also being created by.our accountant,Becky
Hayford.The project director Is Teddy Chernesky, the
architect Is Ryan Randall, the accountant is Becky Hayford.
the carpenter Is Kenny Harmon, the transportation chief le
Mike shadwickc.

Friday. March 20

Today we made
Inflation the
buy lumber we
this until al
enough money
unable to buy

a slx thousand dollar mistake because
price of materials doubled.So whstn we
didn't pay enough money but we didn't

1 the lumber was welded on but we luck
to pay the debt.But paying the debt le
any more lumber so building wise were

of
went to
discover
ily had
ft us

BROKE.



Students determine their job assignments within their
company by consensus. Individual company members
may not ask for assistance from teachers. Any prob-
lem, including personnel conflicts, must be worked out
by company members. Only when everyone agrees
that they are not able to resolve the conflict, may the
project director write a letter to the supervising teach.r
to request assistance. Company members are answer-
able to each other concerning the quality of their work
and cooperation.

During the first week companies experiment with vari-
ous geometric structures to determine possible designs
for their bridges. This includes working with a variety
of beam structures, geometric organization of beams,
and identification of stress points. The history of
bridges, types and categories of bridges are also stud-
ied. Students are encouraged to look at bridges aes-
thetically. Companies are encouraged to design and
implement their own experiments to help them build
the strongest bridge possible.

Companies have 10 days to design and construct a
bridge. They create a company name, letterhead sta-
tionery and a company sign. Blueprints are submitted
to the supervising teacher for approval before con-
struction may begin. Only materials from a teacher
owned supply company may be used ($10,000 per
piece of lumber, $40,000 per set of blueprint paper).

A daily journal is maintained by each com-
pany.
Purchase orders, checks and spread sheets
are updated as needed.
Work site fines are imposed for messy or
unsafe conditions.
Maine state sales tax is imposed on all pur-
chases.

Bonuses are awarded to companies for
exemplary work.

At the end of each work session (which averages 1.5
hours per day), all companies meet to discuss their
accomplishments and problems of the day. Students
learn from each other's experience and share ways of
solving problems. The frustrations of the task are relat-
ed to real life situations. These sessions are exciting
and valuable for all participants.

.R & R Bridge Builders
Bridge Building Competition, 1992

March 11, 1992

Our company started to draw out the plans for the brie
we are making. Jacob was drawing and measuring out the
height and length of the land. Jody and I colored our be
and truck, while Troy was drawing the plans to our bridg
We thought we were ready to show our plans to the Slrus
Lumber Co. but when we showed them to Mr. Kenny, we foun
that our plans weren't the same as we thought Troy had
measured. We were lucky enough that we could go back
and correct the mistake.

'2)P:dckeigJ Inco
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BALANCE SHEET
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Stress Test

The final task was a stress test. Companies estimate the
gram weight they think their bridge will support.
Weights are suspended from the middle of the bridge to
test its strength. Weights are added until the bridge col-
lapses. The total weight prior to the bridge collapse is
the final weight recorded. Tie.3 winning bridges have tol-
erated over 2,000 grams.

Suggestions for changes in the competition for the next
year are made by students based on their experience.
For example, next year companies will have an opportu-
nity to reinforce their bridge at the place where it broke
to see if reinforcement increases the amount of stress
their bridge cart tolerate. The goal is to have students
run the project totally during the next school year.

While the idea for this competition initially came from
Building Toothpick Bridges by Jeanne Pollard, students
and teachers of Hiram have developed a learning experi-
ence that is extensive and unique. This project will grow
each year to challenge our growing expertise.

Summary Comments

The bridge unit has been a rich, rewarding experience
for all members of our school community. We have
learned to look at our physical and historical environ-
ment in a new light. Students have experienced an
advanced level of independent and interdependent work
from which they gained knowledge and experience in
applying that knowledge. They also experienced the joy
of drawing their own conclusions and sharing their new
knowledge with their peers and visitors. While there
have been many problems to work out, they were part
of a valuable learning experience and worth the final
outcome.

Students and teachers frequently exchanged roles dur-
ing this project and an increased sense of community
was the result. Teachers are no longer seen as "the
keepers of the answers". An often heard statement
around the school, "we are all in this together", took
on a more significant meaning.

The activities of the Hiram Bridge Project confirm our
belief that discovery takes time. Students must be
allowed time to explore, create and recreate. Through
this process they take ownership of self-made discover-
ies and make meaningful connections to the real world.
When students are given the opportunity to learn in
this way, they learn effectively and beyond the scope of
a more traditional curriculum.

A group of girls, who did not feel their
point of view was being heard by
the boys in their respective companies,
asked to he allowed to form their
own, all-girl company. They defended
the request with a thoughtful
argument, formed a new company
and proceeded to win the competition
that year.

Funding for the Hiram Project

Funding was prnvided by the Maine Arts Commission,
the Presidential Award for Excellence in Teaching
Mathematics (National Science Foundation), and donat-
ed professional time from Frances Eberle and all Hiram
teachers.



Company

Project Director

Bridge it

-ea&

Carpenter /2//reef:

Accountant

Architect

1. Predict the total weight that It will require to collapse your

bridge. 7S0 grams.

2. How could you have made your bridge stronger within the limits of

the specifications?

c2../

16 3. Would your bridge Mold more If the weight could be suspended from

another location on the bridge? Where? ,i/P.A4 )44e/ing

Why? litjte,oe, .44-40-e/ .4.tt,..--9 1,- 644r4frAe

4. What was e most difficuit problem that your company confronted?cTfi a/cei (

6

Were you successful In solving the problem? Why or

why not?
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Young Designers
Dresden Elementary School

Project Overview

The Young Jesigners Project began in the spring of
1992 when a parent from Dres4en Elementary School
asked us to teach architecture as part of an integrated

n it on the environment. This 4 week project lead to
our teaching design at the school for the next two
years. Dresden Elementary is a small (130 average)
rural school and its greatest resources are the teachers,
parents, a beautiful natural setting, and a town rich in
architecture.

A special opportunity arose when our firm was selected
to design the Children's Discovery Museum in Augusta.
Through us, the Dresden Elementary School children
could participate in a real project. After six months of
design education they had the tools and the confidence
to make a real contribution. This year students have
continued to develop exhibits at the museum through
their own studies. Their work enhances other childrens'
learning experierv!es at the museum. The integration of
school and community can be very meaningful to chil-
dren who feel left behind in our fast paced, media dri-
ven culture.

Teaching design at the school has evolved. The project
lasted 7 months each year and all grades participated.
With the teacher's support we have built on past work,
both physically and conceptually. During the first year
graphics and other 2D design were studied. In class
sessions teachers and architects integrated topics the
classes were already studying with the study of graph-
ics. This prepared students for a workshop with a guest
designer who showed her work and led hands-on activ-
ities for 2-3 grades at a time. Students designed a
poster announcing the year's sequence of design stud-
ies and the monthly visiting guests. The following year
we worked with each grade for a month at a time, visit-

ing each class for 2 or 3 sessions. This method was
preferred by the younger grades (K-2) but the older stu-
dents missed the opportunity of mixed age workshops
and peer teaching that had developed previously. By
this time, the children throughout the school had a
working vocabulary of architectural terms and a height-
ened sensitivity to their environment. Each teacher
used the design education differently to enhance
his/her curriculum.

Key Collaborators

Wiebke Theodore,
Architectural Designer with the firm of
Theodore +Theodore Architects
Dresden, Maine

Steven Theodore,
Registered Architect with the firm of
Theodore + Theodore Architects
Dresden, Maine

Julie O'Brien
Director, Children's Discovery Museum
Augusta, Maine

Carol Sheloske
Roberta Hart
Lindm Herschenfeld
Sarah Crawford
Barbara O'Hare
Robin Fairsci vice
Kathie Snyder
Mary Griffith
Kellie Ketchen

Grade K
Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6



Guest Presenters
Al Borgese

, Exhibit Designer

All grades:
I. Two Dimensional Design

Charles Duvall Show slides of buildings. Trace shapes.

Architect, Tent Designer Collage street-scapes out of geometric

Glen Jacobs shapes.

Excavator Graphic design: posters and calenders.

John Madore
Electrician
Martha Oatway
Graphic Artist
Paul Ruff
Contractor
David Stenstrom
Furniture Designer
David Willauer
Planner
Elenor Everson, Doris Souveny and Inge Foster
Local Historians

Activities

II. 3D and Small Object Design

Analyze materials used in the school.
Design furniture.
Grab bag of building materials.

III. Structures

Acting out structures, such a arches, and

post and lintels.
Use simple materials to build structural
types, i.e., make tetrahedrons with single
sheets of paper.
Study of bridges.

The following activities took place during three years of
design study at Dresden Elementary School. They repre- IV. Built Environment
sent an expanding view which progresses from individ-
ual to classroom, to school, town, community, and Cereal box houses.
urban center. The activities highlighted for this docu- Draw / build a dream room.
ment involve the playground, town, and Children's Drawing plans, elevations and sections.

Discovery Museum. .a



Heri lege Vat grads:V. Town
Building for a "bird client".

Adopt a building.
Neighborhood discovery tour.
Architectural handbook. Building a scale model of the town center.

VI. Neighborhood Future Activity I.
THE SCHOOL'S EXTERIOR ENVIRONMENT:

Design neighborhood improvement. What is landscape architecture?
Map neighborhood, now and then.
Town models, imaginary and real. Through a study of public or shared space, students

gain an understanding of the design process. Students
VII. Exhibits as Communication are in a position to influence how that space evolves.

Museum Design in model and drawings.
Design a "Design Arts" Exhibit.

6th grade:
Create exhibit on river fish for museum.

5th grade:
Implement and refine students designs for gazebo
that was developed in Spring '92, to be used as place
for quiet study on the playground.

Alth grade:
Produce, in collaboration with the 3rd grade, a
schematic master plan for the school playground with
a focus on the equipment.

3rd grads:
Produce, in collaboration with the 4th grade, a
schematic master plan for the school playground with
a focus on the landscape.

2nd grad.:
Model making based on the architecture of Mexico.

A. Start with a 1/20"= 1'-0" site plan of the play-
ground.

Color in the school roof.
Locate north and compare with a compass
reading.
Draw existing features.
Make clay/wood models from drawings

B. Consolidate research and generate ideas based on
findings.

Draw plans and elevations.
Consider available materials.
Write stories.
Make a master plan.

C. Help raise funds to realize a project.

Make posters using student drawings of
playground.
Have students present work at a community
event.
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Activity 11.
OUR TOWN: Preservation and Plenning

Through a study of one's community, history uni
Students gain a new understanding of architectu
how space is defined.

A. Fisici trips into town.

Maps Compare the information on:
Historical, Tax, USGS, and aerial pho-
tographs.
Interview and analyze space: sounds and
smells.
How does it make you feel and what doe
look like?
Sketch buildings and focus on details.
Figure out the age of the building by
comparing features to a style chart.

U.P;nclow

COurt house
Wativ-le, Oe(V6(15 9ra

door gc.A.5 crne...+
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B. Reconstruct the Village to scale in the school gym.

Look at old photographs.
Gather information on a given structure in
teams.
Build models from appliance boxes and
construction paper.
Make roads out of black paper.
Discuss why some buildings no longer
exist, why buildings are located in specific
places, and how the future may be.
Discuss the Town's Comprehensive Plan.
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Activity III.
GETTING INVOLVED: Rea' projects
Through active participation in the design process stu-
dents can help to create a better place for others and
gain confidence in themselves.

A. Work with a local cultural institution on a building
project.

Visit the site. Analyze verbally and in drawings.
Establish a program.

The Children's Discovery Museum
in Augusta had students participate in
the design of the Museum interior
prior to construction. The children
documented the raw space.

B. Using 1/4"="I'-0" floo. plans:

Build models.
Develop concepts, thernes.

C. Follow-up with actual plans.

Compare photos prior to renovation.
Scavenger hunt for elements in project.

17717
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The students have continued their
involvement at the Museum, most
recently by developing an exhibit
on River Fish.

Summary Comments

Wiebke and Steven Theodore,
Theodore + Theodore Architects

Integrating design into the curriculum, with an empha-
sis on process, empowers children. We became a team,
with the teachers and students, to better understand
our environment, so that we can be active participants
in shaping it. Teachers need support, and expanding
the classroom into the community and vice versa can
foster this. As architects, we take an idea through to
built form. Working with us, the children go through a

similar process when learning about design.

Kellie Ketchen, 6th grade teacher and
Kathie Snyder, 4th grade teacher:

There are a number of !earnings to share. The first is
that design and design concepts are all around us.
Awareness of these becomes an integral part of you
and your teaching. Secondly, both the students and the
adults involved learned from taking an idea from the
abstract state to one of concrete reality. This also
brought to focus the processes between. For the stu-
dents, it became a way of connecting their classroom,
school, home, and the community at large.

Funding for the Dresden Project

Maine Arts Commission
Kenyon Fund
Bridge Academy
Children's Discovery Museum
Maine Yankee
Dresden Elementary School PTF
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Bowdoin Central School Students
design a new school

Project Overview

What would your ideal, new school look like? We
asked 5th and 6th graders at Bowdoin Elementary
School to form themselves into architectural firms and
to design and build a model of their ideal
schoolbased on a real set of space needs. The stu-
dents were given 8 days to develop their ideas, draw
up plans and build a model school. Students had some
background after completing a unit on "structures".

Most of the firms worked on this project nearly
full-time through the school day. Guidance and direc-
tion was provided by the teachers, the assistant super-
intendent and by visiting designer, Brian Kent. The
results were amazing. Eight schools were created and
each team produced: a firm logo, a list of team mem-

2-§1- be;s (with professional "titles"), a purpose statement, a
cost estimate, plan drawings and a cardboard model.

Bowdoin Central School is a small rural school for
grades K-6. There are 250 students and 60 participated
in this project. They came from 3 classrooms grade 5,

grade 6 and a combined 5th/6th grade class. Most of
the students are 10 to 12 years old.

-

.-
fit

Primary Learning Objectives

to show the multi-disciplinary nature of building
design, which involves math, writing, drawing
and science skills, and requires a cooperative
(team) working environment;

to involve students in a community project that
had meaning in their livesthe design of a local
school, for them;

to bring design issues and a design professional
into the classroom so that students are exposed
to nc- ideas and fresh ways of applying class-

root n tills;

to "stir the pot," provide a break from the rou-
tine and an opportunity for some students to
shine in a different classroom environment;

to demonstrate the value (and pitfalls) of work-
ing together as a team in which all members
contribute to the project's success.

Subject Areas

The project was designed to integrate all subject areas
especially math and science, because Bowdoin is partici-

pating in the "Beacon School" project. (The school
received a National Science Foundation Beacon grant in
math and science to involve students in working on
problems in their own communities.) Our assumption
was that the design process would have to draw upon

certain skills, and that students would unselfconsciously
apply math, science, language arts, drawing, communi-
cation and writing skills in order to succeed. And that is

what happened.



Classroom Equipment

A conventional, sit-at-your-desk, classroom atmos-
phere was not envisioned for this project. A flexible,
free-form approach was essential because students had
to meet as architectural firms, split up to take on an
individual assignment and regroup to build model com-
ponents. Desks and chairs were moved around, floor
space was used for model making and one firm took
over the nurse's office for their discussions!

Who Made it Work?

This collaborative project worked because the adult par-
ticipants shared common goals and believed (or at least
hoped!) it would work. The people involved include:

Bette Manchester (Principal), "Just do it!" may
be her credo. Bette believes that "restructuring"
is an action word. She gave teachers the free-
dom to experiment and try the untried; i.e.,
devote 8 full days to a design project.

Teachers Bill Hale (5th and 6th grade), Tom
Mil lay (5th grade) and Kathy Martin (6th grade)
helped plan, took risks, worried and persevered.
But best of all, they prompttld, cajoled, pushed
and Aretched the students so that they, the stu-
dents, believed they could actually design and
build a model school in 8 days.

Brian Kent (design professional with degrees in
Architecture and Urban Design) acted as an
in-house consultant to teachers and students
alike. His role was to help plan the project, con-
sult with each firm and provide broad guidance
at critical junctures so that everyone understood
key design concepts. For example: what scale

do we draw our plans? How do we plan a
school? What is an elevation or a section? How
does the (oaf stand up? Why windows? etc.

We spent 5 hours planning and discussing this project
before beginning. Brian spent 10 hours in the three class-

rooms on 4 occasions. Engineers from Wright/Pierce

were involved in initial discussions and acted as consul-

tants throughout.

Project Diary: itrian Kent, Design Consultant

February 1993

Beacon Schools projv, .t participants (teachers and com-
munity residents) met to review program to involve stu-
dents in an integrated approach to learning to make

12a
math and science subjects, in particular, relevant to corn-

munity events.

March 5, 1993

Bowdoin staff, pai ants and professionals brainstormed
ideas for elementary school program involving the
design of a new school.

March 19, 1993

Met with 5th and 6th grade teachers to plan an 8-10 day

course on school design to teach students about mea-
sured drawings, space planning, structural form and
building space programming and design. Decided to
have students form architectural firms. Discussed con-
cepts that must be made known to the students.



March 24, 1993

Presented introductory slide show, "House Designs
from Around the World", showing over 100 house
designs to all 5th and 6th grades. Challenged students
to think about why Maine houses are what they are
why steep roofs, clapboards, cellars?, etc.

April 4, 1993

Introduced project to students. Assistant superintendent
discussed the space needs program (see Building
Specifications list). Students formed architectural firms
and selected Chief Executive Officers (CEO's) who then
"hired" professionals (i.e., engineers, architects, drafts-
men, etc.) for their firms. Began to figure out room
dimensions and draw them to scale on graph paper.

April 6, 1993

Spent 3 hours with different student architectural firms.
Worked with each team to: review the architectural pro-
gram for their school design; listen to their approaches
to design; critique their preliminary plans and ideas;
and suggest different approaches and ways to think
about and organize the different elements, i.e., class-
rooms, library, cafeteria, gym, etc.

April 9, 1993

Presented a series of sketch diagrams to illustrate key
design principles and show students how to "see" and
draw in three dimensions. Diagrams consisted of:

simple examples of how to organize spaces
(i.e., classrooms) around passageways of differ
ent configurations (I, U, T, etc.);

Number of Rooms

10

1

2

1

1

1

4

NEW BOWDOIN CENTRAL SCHOOL

BUILDING SPECIFICATIONS

Space Needs

Classrooms: 750/800 square feet

Library: 1,000 sq.ft. (plus 550 sq.ft.
workspace)

Special Ed: 50 sq.ft. per pupil
(800 sq.ft.)

Kindergarten: 1,000 sq.ft.

Art: 1,200 sq.ft.

Computer Room: 30 sq.ft. per pupil
( + /-20 pupils)

Music: 800 square feet

Science Lab: 800 square feet

Administration: (guidance, teacher's
room, health, principal) 2,000 sq.ft.

Cafeteria: 10 sq.ft. per pupil

Auditorium: 7 sq.ft. per person (plus
stage area 600 sq.ft.)
1 parking place for every 3 people in
auditorium

Gymnasium: 54' x 76' (4,200 sq.ft.)

20% of space in building for hallways and
bathrooms

Plan for 315 pupils in grades K-5

plans to show how to combine and link pas-
sageways to achieve a logical school plan;

examples of sections through a school build-
ing to show its structure and to show how to
create building elevations;
showing students how to create an axonomet
ric (3D sketch) from a plan drawing.

Spent time working with different firms, helping them
work up (or work out) details of their plans, models
and sketches. Most groups had successfully produced
scale plans, using their calculators to size spaces and



make cut-out rooms. They used graph paper and corru-
gated cardboard for models and were encouraged to
use tracing paper and magic markers. There was a great

deal of interest in learning how to create 3D sketches
from plans. "Awesome! Do that again!"

April 15, 1993

On parents night the architectural teams displayed mod-

els, drawings, posters and large firm banners

the products of about 8 days of school work.
There were eight teams represented and some
15 or so students were on hand to explain their
plans and models. They were obviously pretty
pleased with their achievements. Each group
tried to have a complete display, which includ-
ed:

a firm banner and logo ("Peak Construction",

"Acme"...);

a list of all firm members and their professional
titles (CEO, engineer, interior designer, architect,

draftsman...);

a purpose statement;

a cost estimate, based on number of square

feet;

plans, on graph paper, at a scale of 1/8" = 1.0";

a cardboard model, to the same scale.

Project Strengths

Overall, the project worked out well and was
worthwhile; the students rose to the challenge
and surprised us with their ability to take on a
complex assignment;

Devoting most of each school day, for eight
days, to this one project proved workable, if
not essential The assignment required writing,
math, drawing, model-making and, in some
cases, computer skills;

The teachers were flexible, cooperative and
open to new ideas and new approaches, and

felt comfortable with a design consultant par-
ticipating in a fairly unstructured way.

# Cambinatictv ?law,
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Project Weaknesses

More time for preparation would have been useful:

to have more materials for modeling, drawing,
cutting, measuring, etc., on hand;

to give teachers more confidence and a higher
level of comfort about the projert;

to prepare students with the skills they need;
i.e., math and, model building skills.

Also, we could have spent more time on the project in
general, and more time on model making, i.e., gather-
ing better model materials.

"An issue that came to light on this
project was the fact that no girls
applied to be CEO's of the architec-
tural firms. This is definitely a reflec-
tion of how girls feel in the area of
math and science. To offset this, we
spent time encouraging girls to
apply. This eventually worked and
several girls submitted their names.
They were voted as heads of two out
of eight firms - still not equitable but
a start. Those two firms prospered
under the leadership and won the
award for the best design and con-
struction. The class definitely benefit-
ed through this lesson. Everyone
commented on how well they (the
girls) ran their companies and helped
everyone work together."

Kathy Martin
6th Grade Teacher



Materials Used

calculators
graph paper (lots!) and tracing paper
clear sticky tape
Elmers glue
scissors
smocth and corrugated cardboard
rulers
Mac computer (in some cases)

We should also have had on hand:
rolls of tracing paper
broad, color magic markers
foam board (for models)
matt knives
a straight-edge ruler

FUTURE PROJECTS

Two of the other projects, involving design education,
that may be tackled in the next school year include:

PROJECT 1

The restoration and redesign of the old Bowdoin
one-room schoolhouse, to create a town museum.

Background:

This old clapboard structure is vacant but restorable,
located near the old townhouse cellar in which students
recently conducted an archaeological dig. Historical
items from the dig and from town residents could be
housed in the restored schoolhouse.

Project Activities:

learn about the structure, materials and
design/style of the schoolhouse;

conduct a measured drawing class at the
schoolhouse so plans, elevations and a model
can be built;

lay out a full size plan of the schoolhouse (with
masking tape) on the gym floor and then figure
out a plan layout for the museum exhibits;

develop a site landscape plan for the outside of
the museum/schoolhouse.



PIWJECT 2:

The establishment of playing fields, playground and
nature trails on townowned land.

Background:

Bowdoin owns several parcels of land that may be suit-
able for a town recreation area, but no studies have
been undertaken to evaluate the sites.

Project Activities:

review town maps of property ownership, wet-
lands, topography, roads, etc., and come up
with siting criteria; determine the best site;

survey the selected site; draw scale maps and
record information about the site's features;

determine what activities should take place on
the site and figure out how much space is
needed for each;

design a recreation plan that shows the best
way to use the land.

Summary Comments

Brian Kent, consulting designer:

Overall, this experimental project worked very well, pri-
marily because the teachers were reasonably well pre-
pared, open to experimentation, flexible and coopera-
tive. They also understood the design process well
enough to set up the building program specifications
and explain elementary steps that needed to be taken
to develop a plan and model. Further, they gave me

free rein to meet with each design team, wander from
classroom to classroom and also spend some instruc-
tional time at the blackboard. The friendly, casual class-
room atmosphere helped the entire program flow.

Tom Mil lay, 5th grade teacher:

This project gave students the "real life" experience of
working on a team which had to meet a goal and dead-
line. The students learned it is not easy to get along,
identify what you're good at and find that your friends
may not be the best coworkers.

Bill Hale, 5th and 6th grade teacher:

We should have given the students more direction on
expected outcomes specific things that they should
produce. I could have used more design assistance. We
also needed more materials.

Kathy Martin, 6th grade teacher:

This project definitely illustrates the saying, "He who
teaches also learns." I definitely learned a great deal
along with my students. Brian was an invaluable
resource and provided me with the help I needed. I
would definitely do this kind of project again, but
would allow much more time for actual construction.

Bette Manchester, Principal:

"Take risks by planning backwards."

Bringing a design professional to the classroom is an
example of what restructuring is all about. It pushes
the envelope on the way we work with children, engag-
ing all students in solving real problems and expecting
teachers to take risks by planning backwards (identify-



ing content skills) necessary for meaningful student out-
comes constructing a scale model of a new school.

Teachers at Bowdoin shared their classrooms with a
designer, engineer and builder. Staff modeled the role
of teacher as learner and became facilitators of learning
opportunities by engaging a number of other profes-
sionals. This is real second order change.

Funding for the Bowdoin Central Project

This report on the Bowdoin Central School's student
work is the first phase of a larger project designed to
introduce students in 5th and 6th grade to architectural
design and planning concepts. This phase lasted 4
months. The project will last 18 months. Funding was
provided in part by a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts, through the Maine Arts
Commission. Parents, community members and the
Parent Teacher Association provided matching funds.

Bibliography

Only one book was used as a reference for teachers:
Designing Houses: An Illustrated Guide to Building
Your Own Home, by Walker & Milstein, Overlook Press,
1976. This is a simple, funky, profusely illustrated book
that tells you how to make drawings, build a model and
plan a building based on elementary design principles.
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Project Participants:

Wiebke and Steven Theodore
Theodore + Theodore Architects
3 Alexander Road
Dresden, ME 04342
737-2131

Mark Bechtel, Principal
Dresden Elementary School
RFD 1 Box 330

Dresden, ME 04342
737-2559

Jenny Potter Scheu
Redhouse Architects
10 Danforth Street

36 Portland, ME 04101
773-8681

Deidre Steiner, Principal
Marada Adams Community School
48 Moody Street
Portland, ME 04101
874-8228

Cyrene Slegona, Principal
Hiram Elementary School
Main Street
Hiram, ME 04041
625-4621

Brian Kent
Planning and Design Consultant
RFD 1 Box 782

Monmouth, ME 04259
623-4883 (business hours)

Bette Manchester, Principal
(former principal of Bowdoin Central School)
Mt. Ararat High School
P.O. Box 475
Topsham, ME )4086
729-6751

Organizations:

Cooper-Hewitt Museum
Design Education Resource Library
2 East 91st Street
New York, NY 10128
(212) 860-6868

Learning by Design
P.O. Box 7305
Portland, ME 04112
773-8681

Learning by Design is a collection of architects and
educators promoting good design in the classrooms.

Maine AIA (American Institute of Architects)
c/o Judy Harvie
3 Sylvan Way
Manchester, ME 04351

Funding Resources:

Major funding for Design in the Classroom was provid-
ed through the Maine Arts Commission from a Design
Education grant from the National Endowment for the
Arts. Designers in these projects are included in the
Maine Touring Artists Roster and are eligible for fiind-
ing support for their work in schools. Contact the
Maine Arts Commission for info and guidelines.
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Maine Commission

Maine Arts Commission
State House Statiort #25
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 287-2724


